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ABSTRACT 
This paper examines the quantitative effect of predation by a ladybird 
beetle, Coccinella trifasciata, on field populations of pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon 
pisum. Field studies showed that no mathematical function, involving only 
the current densities of predator and prey, can predict the true predation 
rate. We studied the components of the predation process in detail , first 
in the laboratory, and then in the field. We derived a new, empirical (not 
theoretical) formula for predation rate, which includes predator and prey 
densities, predator voracity , prey age·distribution, and temperature. 
Temperature has a single effect on the rate of aphid development, but a 
double effect on the predation rate, so that coccinellids are much more 
effective predators a t high temperatures, than at low. Field cage experi· 
ments , with known numbers of beetles, revealed that all current methods 
of counting adult coccinellids in the field greatly underestimate their true 
numbers. When this fault is rectified, the new formula correctly predicts the 
predation rate. 
The study shows that it is possible to investigate a predator·prey 
relationship, in the field, in considerable detail, in order to predict the preda· 
tion rate over a wide range of circumstances. The study reveals several 
sharp, qualitative, differences between the predation relationship observed 
in the laboratory , and the same relationship observed in the field . All 
laboratory studies must therefore be suspect, until verified in the field. In 
particular, arthropod predation studies must allow for effects of 
temperature on both predation rate and prey population dynamics. The 
coccinellid·aphid relationship permits no equilibrium, or steady state, so 
that conventional definitions of stability do not apply. The coccinellid 's 
functional response is inherently unstable: the relationship is stabilized 
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Introduction 
Morris et al. (1963) pioneered t he use of life 
tables for insects which have more or less dis-
crete generations. Hughes (1963) and H ughes 
and Gilbert (1968) produced a "variable life-
table" model of the cabbage aphid , which has 
overlapping generations. That model assessed 
t he impact of a parasite on t he aphid (Gilbert 
and Hughes 1971). The parasite had no serious 
effect on aphid abundance, which is restricted 
by competition and crowding. In similar 
analyses of other insects (Hassell 1969, 
Gutierrez et al. 1971, 1974a, b; Wratten 1973, 
Gilbert and Gutierrez 1973), na tural enemies 
also had scant effect on prey numbers. Yet 
many parasites and predators effectively 
reduce the numbers of their prey (e.g. Frazer 
and van den Bosch 1973, DeBach 1974) . 
In 1972 we began to study field popula-
tions of pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon pisum 
(Harris) on alfalfa, Medicago sativa L. After 
the first year it was obvious (§ 1) that coc-
cinellid predators significantly affect aphid 
density in the field . This paper analyses the 
predation process (§§ 4 & 5). This is the first 
time that Holling's (1964) "component 
analysis" has been applied to predation in the 
field, and tied into the life table approach of 
Morris et a/ (1963). 
L BACKGROUND 
This section describes the field biology, and 
proves t hat t he predation rate cannot be a 
func tion of current predator and prey densities 
alone. 
Sampli ng and Field Biology 
Alfalfa, Medicago sativa L. , cv. Alfa was 
so wn in 1971 at the University of Bri tish 
Columbia. The plot consisted of 18 rows each 
25 m long and 1 m apart. The crop was cut 
three times during the summer of 1972, when-
ever about 10% of the plan ts were in flower. 
This approximated the commercial practice 
in the region. 
A population of pea aphids, Acyrthosiphon 
pisum (Harr is) , became established on plants 
in 1971, overwintered as eggs , and reappeared 
m 1972. Pea aphids normally infest t he actively 
growing ter minals of alfalfa. We began sampl-
ing aphids in April and took samples about 
once weekly throughout the summer. A sample 
comprised 20 plastic bags, each containing ten 
terminals collected directly in the field. Pea 
aphids readily drop off a plant when it is cut , 
but care was taken to ensure that no aphids 
were lost. The bags were ta ken to the labora-
to ry, where the aphids were beaten off the 
plants onto a sheet of paper, sorted under the 
microscope into four juvenile instal'S and 
adults, and counted . The fourth instal' and 
adult aphids were separated into winged and 
wingless morphs . 
Hymenopterous parasites, Aphidius ervi 
erui Haliday , A. smithi Sharma & Subba Rao 
and Praon pequodorum Viereck, attack th~ 
aphids. The parasites are t hemselves attacked 
by t he hyperparasites Asaphes v ulgaris 
Wal ker , A . californicus Girault , and Dendro-
cernliS near niger Howard. To estimate the 
parasitization rate we dissected all aphids of 
t he thi rd and later instal'S in every sample, and 
recorded the numbers and sizes of parasite 
la rvae they contained. 
Large numbers of adult coccinellids invaded 
t he alfalfa plot between May 9 and July 18. 
T he commonest species were Coccine/ fa tri-
fasciata perplexa Mulsant, C. I. s ubversa. 
Leconte, C. undecimpunctata undecimpunctata. 
L. , C. johnso n; Casey, C. ca lifornica Manner-
heim, and Cyc/olleda munda Say. To sample 
for coccinellids , observers walked on either side 
of each row of alfalfa counting all visible 
b:etles . At the same time we counted the para-
slte mummies . Aphidiid parasites pupate in-
side or below t he dead, eviscerated host aphid , 
which is transformed into a shell, or "mummy ". 
~his ¥ives a second estimate of t he para-
Sltlzatwn rate. 
At the s tart of the season , aphid numbers 
began to increase (Fig. 1, May 9-25). After 
t he beetles had arrived (May 25-31), the aphid 
population declined to a low level, which it 
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FIGURE lA . Coccinellids of all species in t he whole plot; IB , ap hids per te rminal, both in 1972. 
Each aphid sample contained at least 160 plants . The fa ll in 'aphids per infested terminal ' 
beginning at q 84 is probably due to an inaccurate estimate of- p I see textl. Curves 
A and B 11B ) are computed by Appendix 1 :n t he absence and presence of coccinellids . 
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maintained throughout the period of maximal 
coccinellid numbers (May 31-June 21). There-
after, coccinellid numbers fell sharply, and the 
aphids again increased (June 21-July 18) until 
the alfalfa was cut. We shall concentrate on 
the early period shown in Fig. 1. Later in the 
season, the aphids were attacked by many 
other natural enemies of aphids, ego Chryso-
pids, Nabids, Mirids, Spiders, Syrphids, and 
Coccinellid larvae. At the same time, the alfalfa 
plants grew so big that the aphid samples be-
came unreliable. Nevertheless, the aphid popu-
lation dynamics during the first half of the 
season are sufficiently simple to permit some 
understanding of the underlying processes. 
Our task is to explain the course of aphid num-
bers shown in Fig. 1. 
Biological parameters 
An aphid goes through four instars before 
becoming adult. We estimated the duration of 
each ins tar, and the pattern of adult fecundity, 
by rearing aphids in the laboratory at each of 
four constant temperatures (10°, 15°, 20°, 25°). 
The development rate increased linearly with 
temperature in this range, so that a given in-
star required a constant amount of 'physio-
logical time', measured in day-degrees above a 
threshold temperature of 4°C (Campbell et al. 
1974). Since this physiological time-scale is 
the aphid's own time-scale, we adopted it for 
this study. The first three instars each took 
about the same amount of physiological time, 
which we adopted as the aphid's basic time-
unit, one ' in star-period '. The fourth instar 
took longer ; 1 Y2 instar-periods for wingless 
aphids, and 1% for winged. To accommodate 
these varying periods, we adopted one quarter-
instar-period, or 'quip' (q), as the unit of 
physiological time. For the pea aphid at 
Vancouver, one quip equals 6.56 day-degrees C 
above the threshold temperature of 4°C. 
Parthenogenetic wingless aphids mature 
after 18 q, begin to reproduce at 19 q and can 
survive to 90 q. The physiological time-scale 
compensates for the effects of temperature, 
not only on development, but also on re-
production. For reproduction, the compensa-
tion is not quite perfect, but on the physiologi-
cal time-scale, the time pattern of reproduction 
was nearly the same for the four temperatures. 
In other words, on this scale, both the total 
fecundity and the reproductive pattern are 
effectively independent of temperature. 
Population Model 
These development times and fecundities 
allowed us to predict the rate of aphid increase, 
assuming that all individuals survive to age 
90 q. This we did by a simple simulation model 
(Appendix 1). We first converted calendar 
time in the field to physiological time, using a 
computer program (Appendix 2) which fitted 
sine curves to daily maximum and minimum 
air temperatures, and integrated them above 
the developmental temperature threshold 
(Morris & Bennett 1967). Each day in the field 
calendar was converted to its equivalent in 
physiological time, beginning arbitrarily on 
May 1, 1972. 
There was a large discrepancy between the 
aphid model (curve A, Fig. 1) and observed 
aphid densities. The data indicated heavy 
mortality while the coccinellids were present. 
The age distributions (not shown) agreed. 
From 0-22 q, the aphids increased in numbers 
(fig. 1) at the rate predicted by the simulation 
model. No beetles were seen until 20 q. During 
20-40 q, there was an influx of beetles, and the 
aphid population began to decline. The beetles 
remained in large numbers during 40-70 q, 
and the aphid population remained low. Most 
of the beetles left the plot between 70-120 q, 
whereupon the aphid population resumed its 
exponen tial increase. 
The beetles had some direct effect on the 
aphids, as indicated by changes in the average 
number of aphids per infes ted terminal. The 
probability p that a sample unit of n terminals 
contains no aphids is f n, where fis the frequency 
of uninfested terminals. From the values of p ob-
served in the samples we estimate the corres-
ponding f and p 1/ 1/ . The average number of 
aphids per terminal is then divided by (1 -0. to 
estimate the average number of aphids per 
infested terminal. During the period May 9-19 
(9-22 q, Fig. 1), that number increased from 1.9 
to 4.2 , since the population consisted of adults 
and their' progeny , living on the same plants. 
The frequency f of unoccupied terminals was 
considerably greater than would be predicted by 
a random , i.e. Poisson , distribution with the ob-
served mean number of aphids per terminal. 
When the beetles arrived during 20-40 q, the 
average number of aphids per infested terminal 
fell to its minimum level of one, a probable result 
of the activity of the beetles. When beetles 
search plants, they catch only a small propor-
tion of the aphids and scatter the rest on the 
plants. When the beetles left, the aphids became 
aggregated again as the mean density increased. 
At first the simulation model used the 
simplest possible predation function. The 
beetle's voracity was measured by feeding 
average-sized aphids to adult C. trifasciata in 
the laboratory. It was recorded as a number of 
aphids; later, we used biomass. If there are b 
beetles per terminal, and each eats k aphids per 
q , the demand for aphids will be kb per q. If 
there are a aphids per terminal, each aphid 
must expect to be eaten kb/ a times per q. If 
the beetles search at random, the aphids will 
escape predation with a frequency equal to the 
zero term of the Poisson distribution , which in 
this case equals exp (-kb/ a), a crude expression 
that worked well in previous cases (Hughes & 
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Gilbert 1968, Gilbert & Gutierrez 19731. When 
this survival rate, calculated in the model for 
every q, was applied in the population model, 
the aphid numbers rapidly decreased to zero 
(curve B, Fig. 11. But the field counts of beetles 
probably underestimated the true numbers , 
since some beetles escape notice. We therefore 
concluded that: 
( 11 The beetles were sufficient in timing and 
numbers, to explain the early season re-
duction in the aphid population. 
(21 The success of the beetles in finding aphids 
at low density was considerably less than 
that predicted by random search. 
(3) No conceivable mathematical function 
which includes only the current average 
numbers of predators and prey , can predict 
the survival rate of the prey: aphid and 
beetle numbers were much the same at 30 q 
and 90 q, yet at 30 q aphid numbers de-
clined, and at 90 q they increased (Fig. 1). 
The t rue predation rate must therefore be 
affected by some other factor , which might 
be some characteristic of the predator or 
prey populations , e.g. age distribution or 
aggregation (cf Hassell & May 1973), or 
some environmental factor. We decided to 
study the predation process in detail. 
2. PREDATION IN THE LABORATORY 
Holling (19661 has shown how to study the 
actual process of predation with great realism. 
Rather than invoke theoretical functions and 
assumptions, Holling studied the detailed be-
haviour of the predators and prey, to determine 
the important biological parameters which pre-
dict the 'functional response '. But his approach 
is too complex for application in the fie ld. We 
needed a simpler model of predation, at once 
realistic but simple enough for field use. We 
decided to study predation in an artificial 
arena to identify those essential components 
which must unavoidably be measured in the 
field . To avoid duplication of symbols, we shall 
freely mix algebraic and FORTRAN notations. 
Methods 
The tests were made in standard greenhouse 
flats each containing 12 small alfalfa plants 
arranged in a 3 x 4 grid. Each plant had a single 
stem with many of its leaves removed, so that 
the aphids could easily be seen. To make the 
aphids visible when on the ground, the soil 
was covered with white sand. The sand was kept 
wet because the beetles made poor traction on 
dry sand. The aphids and beetles were confined 
by a transparent plastic cage 29 cm x 45 cm 
and 21 cm high. To prevent the insects from 
walking up the walls of the cage, its lower rim, 
which rested on the sand at the edge of the flat, 
was coated with Fluon (a brand of poly tetra-
fluoroethylene dispersion supplied by Imperial 
Chemical Industries Ltd .). All the coccinellid 
species found in the field, except one, readily 
flew off the plants and landed on the cage, so 
nullifying the test. The exception was C. u. 
undecimpunctata, which we adopted for the 
laboratory work. 
We re-defined 'hunger ' as that weight of 
aphids which a beetle will voluntarily eat until 
satiated. We established the hunger curve 
by feeding forty beetles until they refused to 
eat aphids presented directly to them, then 
starving them for various time periods at 
24 ± 1°C, and weighing them. Each was again 
fed to repletion , and its increase in weight re-
corded. After 24 hou rs ' starvation , males of 
C. u. lIndecimpunctata will eat a maximum of 
2.0 mg. of aphid on average, and females about 
3.0 mg. We therefore write HGR = 2.0xH for 
males, and 3.0xH for females. The curve for 
H (Fig. 2AI is of the type H = 1 - exp(-kt) 
(Holling 1966). Thus we shall use H for the 
relative hunger , the same for both sexes, and 
HGR for the absolute hunger. 
The laboratory tests were done in a con-
trolled room at 24 .0 ± 10 We placed aphids in 
known numbers and instars on the 12 plants, 
and left them to settle. Then we chose a beetle 
of known sex, which had been starved for a 
predetermined time at constant temperature, 
so that its initial hunger HGR could be esti-
mated (Fig. 2A). Dixon (1959) has shown that a 
coccinellid changes its search pattern when it 
makes contact with an aphid, even if it does 
not capture the aphid. Therefore, each time the 
beetle climbed onto a plant, we recorded its 
hunger HGR and the time TLC since the beetle 
last contacted an aphid. At the start of each 
test we allowed the beetle to make contact with 
an aphid but not to capture it. Both HGR 
and TLC were thus established at the start of 
each test. 
The beetle was placed on the sand inside the 
cage, where it began to search the plants for 
aphids. For every visit to a plant, we recorded 
the following : plant height; the number of 
trifoliate leaves; numbers and instars of the 
aphids on the plant at the start of the visit; 
numbers and instars of aphids which were 
eaten, which fell from the plant but returned to 
it. and which fell and left the plant for another; 
whether or not the beetle made contact with 
an aphid on the plant ; and the lengths of time 
which the beetle spent in searching the plant, 
stationary on the plant, moving on the ground 
after it had left the plant. and stationary on 
the ground. 
A beetle is stationary when it is eating, 
cleaning its appendages or resting, usually 
when it is not hungry. A beetle detects aphids 
only when it contacts them with its maxillary 
or labial palps. After contacting an aphid, the 
beetle scours the locality very thoroughly , 
making frequent turning movements . When a 
beetle searches a plant, many of the aphids on 
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FIGC RE 2A. Hunger, HGR. curves of Cocc ine ll a und ecimpuncla la at 24°C; B, C. lrifasc iala at 20°C. 
Each point is a mean value from about 40 beetles . T he physio logy underly ing t he varia bil ity 
in hunger has not been explored . but fe males tend to vary more in weigh t t han males 
because ca p t ive females may lay eggs . and mayor may not eat t hem. 
that plant fall off , a nd so a void predation . The 
aphids rarely left plants unless disturbed . We 
tallied the a phids as they mo ved from pla nt to 
plan t , by means of coun ters which were moved 
correspond ing ly from squa re to squa re of a 
checkerboard . In t his way, the current popula-
t ion of any plan t was known whenever a beet le 
climbed on to it . A beetle can cap ture and eat 
a phids of all sizes, and t he a verage time taken 
t o consume an aphid is di rectly proportional 
to the aph id 's weig h t (Fig . 3). Bu t no t all pea 
aphids are equally at r isk. The older a nd larger 
a phids drop from pla nts much more read ily 
t han t he young ones, so t hat first a nd second 
instar ny mphs a re t hose most vulnerable to 
predation. Large aphids which have fall en off 
a plant can find their way onto a new plan t 
much more readily than ca n s mall aphids. In 
particular, a winged adult is largely immune 
from predation , partly because it readily falls 
off the pla n t, and partly because the beetle 



















ca nnot eat iL withou t first le t t ing go, where-
upon the aphid usually escapes . 
We made fifty such labora tory tests , each 
last ing an hour or more. Altogether , 2,020 
p la nt vis its were recorded, wi t h vary ing num-
bers a nd d istributions of aphids. When two 
beetles were placed in the cage together, t hey 
searched independently. 
Analysis 
The next s tep is to determine, from t he data 
collected in t he laboratory tests, the 'com-
ponents ' of the predation process (H olling 
1966) . Th e measurements taken were very 
varia ble. bu t regression a nalysis revealed t he 
following rela tionships , which were similar for 
both sexes . The probability , PC (Table 1) tha t 
a beet le would ma ke contact with an aphid on 
a given pla nt was proport iona l to the beetles' 
hunger, H G R, a nd to the number of aphid s on 
t he plan t. That probability was never very 
0.2 04 0 .6 0 .8 1.0 1.2 1 4 
APHI D WEIGHT I Mg I 
FI GU RE :l. Times ta ken by adult C. undecimpun cla la to eat var ious ins tars of aphid at 24°C. Each 
poin t is a mean of between 9 (adu lt ) an d 70 ( 1st instar ) aphids. 
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TABLE I. \'ariah le 'lames and Their !\lean ing 
" WT-weight (mg) of one aphid : which varies with instar ITable 2). 
lIGR-hunger (mg) of aphid (Fig. 2). 
II-hunger. on a relative scale from 0 (replete) to 1 (fully hungry ). 
PC-probability that a heetle will make contact with an aphid. 
PE-probabil itv t hat a heetle will eat an aphid. 
PL-probability that an aph id wi ll leave a plant. 
TLC-time (sec) since a beetle las t contacted or ate an aphid. 
TS-time (sec) spent searching a plant. 
grea t . If no contact was made . the ti me. TS. 
which the beetle spent on t he p lant. increased 
with plant size and decreased with TLC. the 
time since last contact. According to the re-
gression analyses. 'p lant size' is best expressed 
as the si mple product of p lant height and the 
number of leaves. The proba bility . PL. t hat an:; 
given aphid shall lea ve a plan t increases with 
TS. If cont.act was made, the probability. PE. 
that the heetle a te any given aph id was propor-
t ional to HOR. Since older ap hids fell off and 
escaped p redation more easi ly t han younger 
ones. th e probahilities PL and PE had to be 
corrected by factors appropriat e t () the 
d ifferent aphid instars ITable 2) present on t he 
plant. 
When no aphids were eaten , TS increased 
with plant size : when some were eaten. TS in-
creased with the total number of aphids on t he 
plant, and addi tional time elapsed while the 
beetle ate its prey a nd cleaned its mou th parts . 
Time spent in eating was proportinal to the bio-
mass of the aphid eaten I Fig. 3) . Whether or 
no t any aphid was contacted. PL increased 
with TS: but PL (with contact) exceeded PL 
Ino contact). because the beetle searc hed the 
plant more thoroughl.v after it had made con-
tact. The beetle also spent time on the ground, 
while moving between plants. If the beetle was 
hu ngry IHOR was la rge) or if it had recently 
contacted an aphid (TLC was small), it spent 
a relat ively short time on the ground. 
These re lationships were built into a simula-
t ion model of t he predation process. Since t he 
relationships a re all linear. the model uses aver-
age va lues: fo r example, TS is actually very 
variable. even allowing for plant size, etc., but 
the model uses the average value appropriate 
to t he particular circumstances. Since the 
model represents evenls in the laboralory only, 
we shal! not describe it in detail: but later we 
shall present a s imilar. but simpler model of 
predation in the field (Appendix 3). The labora-
to ry model was checked, and t he values of PE 
and TS were altered in order to reproduce t he 
tim ing and frequencies of eating and leaving 
ob~erved in all the various experimental con-
di tions. 
We the n a nalysed the laboratory model to 
see which features could sa fely be omitted -
especially t hose difficult to measure in the field. 
The most important conclusion was that 
although contact certainly influenced lhe be-
haviour of individual beet les, its effect. could 
be absorbed into the values of PE a nd PL, 
and so the whole mechanism of contact could 
be omitted . provided the PE and PI. were modi-
fied appropriately. This was fortunate, since it 
would be al most impossible to observe TLC in 
t he field . However. t he contact mechanism 
might ca use PE to increase with the number of 
a phids on the plant. But an analysis of t he 
numbers of aphids eaten on plants with varying 
initial numbers of aphids, showed no tendency 
T \ BLE 2. \' alul's of A WT. F.\(,TE an d F.\(,TL 
A verage weights I mg) of ap hid s in the field (A WT) in 1973 and 1974. Aphids in the laboratory 
were generall y lighter lef. Append ix 3), When a heetle visits a plant, each aphid on that plant is 
ea ten or leaves the pla nt. with reiatil'e frequeneie~ F.\(,TE a nd FACTL respect ively. The fre-
quencies were estimated during t he la boratory lest" T he_ must be multiplied by appropriate 
constants to give absolute frequencies PI-; or 1'1. 
phid '\'1' FACTE FACTI, 
Instar 1 0.17 1.68 0.64 
Instar 2 0.33 1.28 0.68 
I ns tar 3 0.91 0.75 1.05 
Instar 4 U~8 0.52 1. 13 
Adult wingless 3.82 0.46 1.29 
Ad ult winged ~.15 0.36 1.97 
'v1umm,v l.HR 0.57 
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for PE to vary; except that once one aphid had 
been eaten, other aphids on the same plant 
were slightly more likely to be eaten. The effect 
could be ignored, leaving hunger as the sole 
driving mechanism. 
3. PREDATION IN THE FIELD 
This section converts the laboratory preda-
tion model to represent the same process in the 
field , and uses it to predict the survival rate of 
aphids in the field. As far as possible, we 
measured all the model's parameters again, by 
watching and timing beetles in the field . 
Timing 
In the first series of field observations, 
we watched beetles searching at a low aphid 
density of about 0.2 per terminal. One observer 
followed the beetle 's progress over the vegeta-
tion, while another timed and recorded each 
visit to a new plant. In this way, we estimated 
the average time, TS, which a beetle spends on 
a plant when no aphid is eaten. The estimate of 
TS , i.e. 51.3 sec (Appendix 3), is the average 
of 504 plant visits. 
It was not necessary to measure the sizes 
of the alfalfa plants in the field. They were 
generally larger than those in the laboratory, 
with more leaves and branches. But the beetles 
did not search the entire plant; instead, they 
primarily searched t he sunlit canopy of con-
tiguous leaves and stems, where most of the 
aphids were. Most importantly, neighbouring 
plants touch, and so both aphids and beetles 
walked or flew freely from plant to plant. The 
beetles spent no time on the ground while 
searching for aphids, and the time spent on 
any plant did not depend on that plant 's overall 
size. 
Probability or Capture 
In another series of field observations. we 
seeded lengths of row with high densities of 
aphids, and watched the beetles search for 
them. The average density of aphids on these 
plants was determined afterwards by sampling. 
That density, multiplied by the total number 
of plants visited (286) , gave the total number 
of aphids at risk, 1746. Of those, 32 were 
actually eaten, giving a frequency PE of 
capture of 0.018. In the model, PE equals a 
constant times the relative hunger H . This 
constant is tentatively deduced as follows: 
since the beetles flew in from other parts of the 
field where aphids were scarce, we assumed 
that the beetles were very hungry, with 
H =0.88 , corresponding to 15 h starvation as 
set initially in the model (Appendix 3). The 
constant must therefore be 0.018+0.88, so that 
PE=0.0205 x H. This equation is re-examined 
in Appendix 4. The value of PE is much lower 
in the field than in the laboratory, because in 
the field a beetle makes only a cursory search 
of each plant, but searches many more plants in 
a given time. The same series of field observa-
tions gave the average time spent on one plant 
when aphids were eaten. In the laboratory 
model, PE was a function of time searching, 
which in turn was a function of plant size. In 
the field model, PE is no longer affected hy 
plant size, and therefore the distinction 
between time searching and not searching is 
no longer required. Regression analysis of the 
field data shows that the time spent on a plant 
increases with the number of aphids eaten; 
so in the model, it appears as a linear function 
of the total weight of aphids eaten (Fig. 3). 
Probability of prey movement 
We could not directly measure PL, the prob-
ability of an aphid leaving a plant, because 
it was impossible to see how many aphids 
left during a visit by a beetle. However, PL 
must depend on the beetles' searching be-
haviour in much the same way as PE. There-
fore , to estimate PL in the field , we took the 
frequency with which aphids fell off the plants 
in the laboratory , and changed it in the same 
proportion as the observed change in PE. The 
resulting value of PL must clearly be suspect; 
fortunately , analysis of the model showed that 
within reasonable limits, the value of PL had 
little effect on the predation rate. This does 
not, of course, imply that the aphids' be-
haviour in leaving the plant did not affect the 
predation rate, for that behaviour affected PE 
as well as PL. Having thus obtained overall 
values for PE and PL, we used the same factors 
(Table 2) as were observed in the laboratory, 
to compute the probabilities for each aphid in-
star. This was unavoidable, since it was im-
possible to count all t he aphids of each instar 
on a plant in the field without disturbing them. 
However, these corrections were reasonable, 
because the relative frequencies depended 
more on the behaviour of the aphids than of 
t he beetles. Most of the aphids captured by 
beetles in the field, were the youngest, as in 
the lahoratory. 
We now use these rules to develop the field 
model for predation (Appendix 3). It is im-
possible to determine the sex of each beetle 
encountered in the field without unduly distur-
bing it , and so the field model assumes a 1: 1 
sex ratio. 
Effects of Temperature 
The model describes events during one q at 
18.5°C, the average temperature during the 
field observations. But the times spent on each 
plant are related to the speed at which beetles 
move and thus to temperature. We placed 
beetles of the three species on vertical poles 
in the laboratory , and timed their walking 
speeds at different temperatures. The result 
(Fig. 4) shows that the beetles' walking and 
searching speed has about the same temper-
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ature th reshold as the aphids' rate of develop-
ment, and so we may use the same physiolo-
gical time-scale for both predators and prey. 
The field predation model therefore describes 
the predation process during one q at any 
a mbient tempera ture. 
Temperature has an additional effect on 
coccinellids. At low temperatures, many of 
t he field beet les are inact ive (Fig. 7) , even 
t hough they are capable of motion (Fig. 4) . 
The physiological time-scale thus a llows for the 
effect of temperature on the beetles' speed of 
search when active, bu t not for the variable 
amount of activity. Therefore. the number of 
beetles actually present a t any given time 
must be multiplied by an activity coefficient, 
to give the effective number of ac tive beetles. 
At first , we used the data in Fig. 7 to estimate 
the ac tivity / temperature rela tion , with a tem-
pera ture threshold of 8.7°C. But la ter we found 
(§ 5 ) that the counts in Fig. 7 are still biassed . 
The field cage experiments in § 5 demand that 
t he tempera ture threshold be reduced to 4°C, 
the same value as for beetle movement. The 
algorithm used to calculate the approximate 
average temperature, for each q in the field , 
appears in appendix 5. Despite several 
attempts, we have not obtained a direc t estim-
ate of the activity / temperature relation , which 
is complicated by effects of sunshine and by 
some kind of circadian rhythm. But the fact 
that temperature has a double effect on the 
beetles , and a single effect on the aphids, has 
important consequences for the predator-prey 
relationship (§ 6 ). 
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The aphid survival rates , predicted by the 
field predation model, will now be applied to 
the aphid populat ion model. It would be 
possible to build t he predation simulation 
model directly in to the aphid populat ion model, 
by calcula ting the survival rate de no v o when-
ever it is needed . To do so wou ld take im-
practicable amounts of computer t ime. The 
results of t he predation model are best ex-
pressed as empirical function s which can be 
used direct ly in the population model. 
The predation rate must depend on beetle 
density , a nd on aphid age-distribution, den-
sity and possibly aggregation . All these pa ra-
meters must therefore appear in the empirical 
fun ction. The problem is not really so complex. 
For the model shows that the overall s urvival 
of a mixture of aphids of different ages is 
about equal to the weighted average of the 
predicted survival rates of the individual age 
groups. For example, it shows that the survival 
of 0.2 adult + 0.6 instar I aphids/ plant (total 
density = 0.8 ) is, very nearly , y. of the survival 
of 0.8 adults / plant + 3;' the survival of 0.8 
fir st instar / plant. Moreover , the survival rate 
must be squared when the beetle density is 
doubled , since the beetles search independently 
of each other. The model shows just that effect , 
which incidentally proves that the model's 
time-step of one q is short enough, as far as the 
beetles are concerned: that is, within one q, 
no beetle can destroy so many aphids that it 
serious ly reduces the number of prey available 
y= - 0.17 +0.043X 
y= -0.25 to.049X 
10 15 20 25 
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FIG URE 4_ Effect of temperature on coccinellid walking speeds . Each point is a mean of 
about 40 observations. 
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FICa:rn: :;. Surv iva l rates per q . computed by Appendi x 3. of second-insta r aphids attacked by 
C. Iriraseiata_ Coccinellid density = l / 60 plan t s. Curves A, B. C are fi tted in Appendix 4. 
to other beetles. These circumstances permit 
us to a nalyse t he predation model, using beetles 
at a fix ed den sity , and aphids of one instar 
on ly. We used second instar aphids. and beetles 
at the highest density observed in the field , 
uiz. 1 per 60 plan ts. We chose this case because 
it gives high aphid morta lity , and t herefore 
accurate estima tes of survival rates. For each 
aphid dens ity , the model (Appendix 3 ) was 
run many t imes, using different random num-
bers: the average s urvival rates predicted for 
varying aphid densities a re shown in Fig. 5. 
They do not lie precisely on a smooth curve 
beca use they are estimated by t his . Monte 
Carlo' method, which estimates the survival 
rate from a fini te number of t rials. 
The effects of aphid distribution or aggre-
gat ion on predation ra te a re slight according to 





















of less t han one per plant, the s urvival rate is 
s lig htly lower when the aphids are highly 
aggrega ted on few plants, than when well 
spread out on isolated plants. That is because, 
ha ving found one aph id , a beetle easily fi nds 
the others on t he same plant. There is no such 
effect at high aphid densities , when a beetle can 
find enoug h aphids irrespective of their distri-
bution. 
By contrast. the laboratory predation model 
showed a great effect of aphid distribution 
IFig. 6): the predation rate might be three 
t imes greater when t he aphids were clumped, 
than when they were well spread out. This was 
a n effect of t iming, which persisted after the 
contact mecha nism wa s eliminated from the 
model. I t arose because, in the laboratory, the 
beetles could not climb directly from one plant 
onto another. and therefore spent a long t ime 
0 .0 
O l ~--~---~--~---~--~ 
2 3 
AP HID DENSITY 
FI(;LRE (i . Preda tion rates per beetle- hour at 24"C. computed by t he laboratory predation model, 
of second in star aphids when attacked by r. und ecimpunctata_ Coccinellid dens ity = 1/ 100 
plants . Different li nes re fer to d ifferent initia l proportions of uninfested plan ts, as marked . 
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on each plant. In the field , however , t he beetles 
moved directly from plant to p lant. and t hus 
visited many more plants for each aphid 
ca ught. 
A p redator-prey re lation ship mi ght indeed 
be stabilized by predators scat tering t heir pre.v 
(d . H uffaker . Shea & Herma n 19631. but not in 
our alfa lfa plot. where the p redators ra nged 
freely and quickly over the a rea. We therefore 
ignored t he s light effect of ap hid d is tri but ion 
found in t he fie ld predation model. because it 
was equi valent at mos t to a 5,ro increa se in 
beetle density, which is well within t he ac-
curacy of our fi eld counts . 
The next task was to fit a n empirical fu nc-
tion fo r s urvival from predatio n. We a lready 
knew how to deal with vary ing beetle densities 
and mixtures of aphid instal's . so we needed 
only to fit a curve to the predicted poin ts in 
Fig . 5. T his was done (Appendix 41 and t he 
resultant ex press ion for the survival rate of 
ap hid s of instal' 1 is 
( -5.7 b ) ~=exp AWT(11 x a (I- expl-//QI) 
where k = 2.6 x A HIT (I) x FACTE (I) x 10.fl54 + 
0.0261.a:-+ 0.0751). T his express io n fo r s g ives 
t he fitted curve C in Fig . 5. By contrast. cu rve 
A is the ra ndom search cu rve. discarded in§ l. 
During t he period 1 - 121 q of 1972 ( Fig . II. 
fie ld densities of aphids were a lways less than 
one per pla nt. At. these densit ies , t he surviva l 
rate predic ted by the model is very much higher 
t han t he random rate IFig. 51. fo r the fo llowing 
reason: random search impl ies that t he beetles 
can find aphids immediately . whereas t he model 
im poses a time restriction . At low aphid den-
s ities . there is far too little ti me within a s ing le 
q for a beetle to visit enough p la nts to find a ll 
t he aphid s it need s . Little wonder t hat ra ndom 
search in § 1 incorrec tly predicted t he demise of 
the a phid population. 
1. UEETLES AND APHIDS COMBINED 
-FIRST ATTEMPT-
T his section tr ies to reconcile t he predicted 
predation rate with t he observed surv ival rate 
of a phid s in the field. By the t ime we had com-
p leted the fie ld p redat ion model. we had ob-
ta ined populat ion record s from a new sea son 
which showed t hat t he 1972 beeLie cou n ts were 
inacc ura te . We t herefor e shall not use t he 1972 
da ta fur t her . bu t instead describe the fie ld 
methods used in 1973. 
Sa mpling and field biology 
T wo plo ts of Alfa alfa lfa were sampled 
0.8 km apa rt on t he grou nds of the U ni vers ity of 
British Colum bia. P lot 1 was that sampled in 
1972. P lo t 2. sown in 1972 . consis ted of 26 rows 
each 15 m long and 1 m a part. When t he alfa lfa 
was cut infrequent ly , the plants prod uced 
n umerou s la teral branches which made ou r 
sampling units of plant terminals ambiguou s 
and ill-defined . We therefore depar ted from 
s tandard commercia l prac tice in 1973 by cut-
t ing more often. whenever t he p lants reac hed 
a bout I m in height. A ll the rows wl're cu t 
s imultaneou sly on plot 1. but even - and odd -
numbered rows of plot 2 were cu t a lte rnate ly . 
so t hat half the rows a lw ays conta ined tall plan-
ts hearing aphids . We sampled t he even a nd 
odd rows of plot 2 separaLelv. wherea s plo t 1 
was s ampled as a unit . Aphid samples were 
taken by cutti ng individua l p lant te rminal s and 
heating ap hids off. The s mall-scale distribution 
of aphids over the plan t s does not seriou sly a f-
fect the p redation rate in the field (§ 3 1. We 
looked for con sisten t large-scale patchi ness. by 
tak ing samples from a regular gr id pattern over 
t he whole alfa lfa plot. T here was none. The 
number of te rm inal s per sample va ried between 
40 a nd 400. according to the a phid den sity . 
Aphid samples were ta ken fr om each plot a t 
leas t once a week. but 2-3 times a week du ring 
warm periods . when aphids were developing 
quickly. 
T he 1972 method of counting <:occ ine llids 
a nd pa ra s ite mummips gave reproducib le 
results : bu t w e later found it to be inaccurate 
beca use mu mmies a re ea s ilv overlooked a nd 
bee tles are most easily seen when te mperatures 
a re high . I nstead. we randomly chose between 
..to a nd 70 s hort (30 cm l lengths of row. a nd 
searched them t horoughly for beeLies . Beet le 
numbers cha nged rapidly (Fig . 81 . a nd so we 
sampled almost daily du ring the main period of 
a ttack. Each beetle was class ified by s pecies , 
and according to wh ether it was mo ving or 
s tationary when firs t s ig hted (Fig . 71 . Th e a m-
b ient tempera ture ins ide a Stevenson screen 
placed on the g round in t he plot wa s also recor-
cled. T he sa me species of cocc inellids were 
found a s in t he previous year. but s ince C. john-
-,o n i was observed freel .v mat ing in t he field 
with C. ca li(o mic(J . we counted them a s one 
species. T he dominant species was again C. 
tri(a~ci(JI(I. which wa s three to five l imes as 
co mmon as C. ('(lli(omic(l . ThE' ()t her species 
were comparatively rare. 
vVe cou nted mummies at ieast t wi ce weekly 
by t he sa me method used for beetles . The mu m-
m ies were classified as unemerged. emerged or 
preyed upon. The latter are ea s ily recognized 
beca use the edges of the irregular holes made 
by coccinellids or t he punctu res made by 
ch rvsop ids a nd nabid s a re darkly s tained : t he 
circula r emergence holes of pri mary para s ites 
a nd t he irregular e merge nce holes of hy per-
pa rasites a re not s tained . We took samples of 
u nemerged mummies from ti me to t ime and 
reared them at constant temperatu re. to 
es timate t he sex-ratio of the parasites. t heir 
a g e-dist r ibution. a nd rate s o f h yp e r -
parasitiza tion. 
T he numbers of plants per foot of row were 
counted at va rious times through t he season , to 
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FIGCRE 7, Effect of ambient temperature on proportion of C, Irifasl'iata observed moving in 
field counts. For absolute numbers, see Fig. 10. 
reconcile the two methods of sampling, viz. 
aphids / terminal, and beetles / length of row. We 
made checks by enclosing all the plants in one-
foot lengths of row in plastic bags, cutting the 
plants at the base, and counting all the aphids 
and mummies found in the bags. Consistently, 
the average number of mummies / ft. was about 
twice that observed in the regular counts, 
mainly because mummies on the underside of 
the leaves or Iowan the plant, had been 
overlooked. The regular counts therefore are 
multiplied by the appropriate factor to correct 
for th is under-estimate, Equally consistently, 
and ir respedive of average plant height, total 
numbers of aphids / ft . were on ly half those 
predicted by multiplying the number of plan-
ts / ft. of row by the average number of 
aphids / plant derived from aphid samples. Thi s 
is not unreasonable, since tall plants are much 
more heavily infested than the s hort ones. We 
therefore divided the counts of plants per foot 
by the appropriate correction factor to give the 
number of effective plants per foot. 
Sy nthesis 
Next we in sert into the population model 
the aphids' rate of surv ival fr om predation , 
calculated by the field predation model, and 
using the hew beetle density b. We make no 
distinction between the different species of coc-
cinellids, but equate them a ll to C. trifasciata, 
which was alway s in the majority . 
On .plot 2 (1973), a generation of parasites 
matured during the period of coccinellid attack 
(Fig. 8). The mortality due to parasitism must 
therefore be inserted into the aph id population 
model. The best estimate comes from the fie ld 
counts of mummies , and we therefore include in 
the model an amount of parasitization which 
reproduces the observed pattern of parasite 
mummies, both in time and numbers. We used 
the following method: the developmental 
threshold for the parasite Aphidius ervi is 4.2°: 
thus the two phys iologica l time-scales are in 
proportion throughout the period of beetle at-
tack. The length of time spent by a parasite in 
the mummy can therefore be equated to a fixed 
amount of the aphid's physiological time, 
namely 15 q. 
It is t he juvenile aphids between ages 4 q 
and 17 q which bear the brunt of the parasite 
attack (A. Campbell, pers. comm.). Laboratory 
tests showed that parasitized aphids, collec ted 
in the field in their fourth ins tar, can produce 
up to 26 progeny before the parasite pupates 
and kill s the aphid. We therefore represent 
paras it ism in t he following way: parasitized 
aphids are not distinguished from unpara sitized 
aphids in the model until the time comes for the 
parasite la rvae to pupate. Then a proportion of 
aphid s in the appropriate age-range is con-
verted into parasite mummies. The correct 
proportion of parasitized aphids will thus 
produce their appropriate number of progeny 
before they die. The proportion of aphids con-
verted into mummies, varies with time, The 
proportions were chosen by trial-and-error , to 
give the observed numbers and time-pattern of 
mummies in the field. 
The parasite mummies are themselves sub-
ject to coccinellid attack, and there fore form a 
dis tinct class of prey in the predation model. 
The model gives the observed proportion of 
preyed-upon mummies, only when the 
predation rate on mummies is reduced to one-
t hird the predation rate of first instar aphids 
(Table 2). Un like healthy aphids, parasitized 
aphids often move to the upper surfaces of 
leaves, where beetles rarely search. The mum-
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FIGCRE 8. Numbers of beetles and aphid s in 1973. plot 2, even·nu mbered rows. The upper section 
shows the weighted average temperature/ q. TEMP. above the ac tivity threshold 8.7°C. I t is 
computed by Appendix 5 and used in Appendix 6. The middle section shows t he field counts . 
COCCo of beetles / plant. The temporary increase in beetle numbers during q 60-q 65 occurred when 
t he odd-numbered rows of a lfa lfa were cut, and the beetles moved to the uncut even-numbered 
rows . The lower section shows the observed numbers of aphid/ plant, toget her with three curves 
computed by Appendix 6. The population model reproduces the effect of heavy rain at q 62 by 
imposing the appropriate survival rate on the aphid s: similarly when the alfa lfa was cut at q 80 . 
These survival rates were found empirically by comparing aph id densities before and after the 
event. Precisely the same surviva l rates were observed on plot 1 and on the odd-numbered rows of 
plot 2. 
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mjes therefore suffer an unexpectedly low rate 
of predation . 
Fig. 8 shows the popula tion dynam ics of 
aphids a nd beetles on the even-nu mbered rows 
of plot 2, duri ng and immediately after the 
period of beetle attack in May a nd June, 1973. 
T he physiological time-scale starts on March 1, 
1973. The pattern of events was very si milar on 
the odd-numbered rows of plot 2, and on plot 1, 
i.e., t he coccinellid s arrived when the a phids 
were increasing in numbers , and t he aphid 
population then declined , the beetles left , a nd 
t he aphid s again resu med their exponential in-
crease. The same t hing had happened in 1972 
(Fig . 1). 
Aphid numbers never exceeded a n a verage 
of 0.7 per terminal during t he period shown in 
Fig. 8, a nd so no densi ty-dependent com-
petition for food can be invoked . The 
popula tion model simply combines fecundity 
rates for t he aphids wi th the predicted surv ival 
ra tes from coccinellid and parasite attack. To 
explain the observed changes in ap hid numbers 
t he model mus t predict rates of survival from 
pa ras it ization and preda tion, equa l to t hose 
which t he aphids ac t ually experienced in t he 
field. The predicted effects of parasitiza t ion and 
predation are too low to prevent a steady in-
crease in simulated aphid numbers (curve B, 
Fig . 8 ). If t he number of beetles is a rbi t ra rily 
quadrupled, the model simulates the observed 
a phid numbers well enough for the period 15-79 
q during t he beetle attack (curve C, Fig. 8 ). We 
a re out by a factor of four. 
The curves in Fig. 8 were computed (Ap-
pendix 6) using t he la boratory est imate of 
aphid fecundity. Much la ter we found lEi 5 ) t hat 
fecu ndity in t he field is cons istently on ly 30% of 
the la boratory estimate. This largely explains 
why curve C (Fig. 8) rises too fa st during t he 
period 80-130 q . when few coccinelli ds were 
seen . But it does not expla in t he discrepa ncy 
during the period of beetle attack. Us in g the 
true a phid fecundity . the observed number of 
beetles must be doubled, if the pop ula tion 




















shows the results of lahoratory ex perim ents to 
t est t he effect of high temperatures on aph id 
fec un dity. There was no effect until t he tem-
pera ture exceeded 27°C, which was the highest 
temperature observed in t he field. Thu s t he new 
popula tio n model gives a bet te r a pproximation 
of the true morta lity , than t he 'random search ' 
of ~ 1: but it now seems to underestimate the 
beetles' destruct iveness . 
;0; . REETLES A\in AI'II]l)S COMRli\ED 
-SECO"D A lTDI PT-
T hi s sec tion reco nc il es the predi cted 
predation ra te with t he p rey population 
dynamics . 
J n 1974. we erected four cages on plot 1. 
Each cage was 5 x 6 x 2 m high . and contained 
t hree rows of alfa lfa eac h 6 m long. Th e cages 
were covered with t ra nslucen t plastic a nd 
screening, which together admitted lig ht . fresh 
air a nd ra in. The tempera tures recorded in the 
cages were sometimes a few degrees hig her , 
during t he day, than those in the field out s ide. 
We used the cages to compare aphid population 
dy namics in the presence a nd absence of known 
num bers of coccinell ids. These were first-
generation beetles bred in the labora tory. par-
t ly to elim inate paras itism. but ma inly because 
we could no t re ly on collecting enough beetles 
from the field , early in the season. Figs. 11-1 3 
s how the results of t hree successive ex-
periments , made for different purposes a nd in 
dif ferent co nditions . The fir st was to determine 
t he number of ladybi rd s needed to make a n ob -
vious reduction in aphid numbers . without 
driving t hem down too low. I t a lso examined 
the possibility t hat the aphids might s uffer 
mortality. over and above t he direc t predation , 
when beetles drive them off the plan t: for 
example, when t he youngest aphids fall off a 
plant in the laboratory, t hey have difficul ty in 
findin g a new plant. This explains why t hey fall 
off so much less read ily than the older a phids 
(Table 2). even though they suffer a greater 
rate of p redation in co nsequence . The weather 
during t hi s firs t experiment was cool and wet . 
20 2~ 30 35 
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FIG URE 9. Effect of tempera ture on fecundity of a phids collected in the field and kept at constan t 
temperature in t he laboratory . Each point is a mean of a bou t 20 adul t a phids . 
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The second experiment. in wa rmer weather. 
was done in duplicate to see how much 
va ria tion might occur between replica tes. The 
third experiment , during a period of cloudy. 
wa rm weather , wa s started a t variable aphid 
densities. partly to check for density-dependent 
res trictions on the rate of aphid increase, a nd 
partly to compa re the predaLion rate at dif-
fe rent prey densities . Each experi ment ran until 
t he alfalfa plants were too large fo r accurate 
sampling (§ 4 ), or until a n incipient funga l 
epidemic t hreatened the aphids . After eac h ex-
perimen t , t he survl vlllg cocci nell ids were 
removed and coun ted , the cages were sprayed 
with a shor t-lived insecticide, a nd the a lfa lfa 


























NOT MO V ING 
® 
MOVI NG 
before t he next experiment began. 
S tandard counts, a s described in § 4. never 
revealed more t han 25% of the true beetle num-
bers , even a t high temperatures up to 28° a nd 
at low aphid densities . The ladybirds spen t 
most of thei·r t ime in t he stubble at the base of 
t he a lfalfa. Thi s observation itself can explain 
t he remaining discrepancy : t he beetle counts in 
the field (Fig 8 ) a lmost certainly un-
derestima ted t he actual numbers present. The 
number of movi ng beetles (Fig. 10 ) increased 
steadily with temperature, but there wa s no 
corresponding decrease in the observed number 
of stationary beetles, which might be expected 
if a ll beetles had been visible. 
. . 
yo -0 .58+ 0 .0 57 X 
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
TEM PERAT URE (CO ) 
FIG URE 10_ Effect of ambient temperature on numbers of C. lr ifasciata observed moving (lOB). 
a nd not moving (l OA). in field counts (d. Fig. 71. Each point is the mean of counts from about 
60 row-feet. 
Analysis of cage ex perimen ts 
Details of the individual experiments appear 
in t he legends to Figs. 11-13. Each figure s hows 
t he means of successive aph id samples, 
t ogether with t he simulation curves genera ted 
by the computer. All broken curves refer t o 
control cages wit hout beetles. These curves all 
show the same ra te of a phid increase , or. in 
other words different sections of t he same 
curve of exponen t ial popula t ion increase. They 
are not exponential at t he s tar t of t he ex-
periment , because o f the initial, non-
equilibrium, age-distributions. The relative rate 
of increase is t he same a t all aphid densities, 
bu t it is far less than would be expected from 
the aphids ' fecundity , es tima ted in t he 
labora tory . In fact. t he broken curves a re 
generated by imposing a 70% reduction in 
fecundity. We do no t know the cause of this 
discrepa ncy , which has occurred consistently 
t hroughout the whole s tudy. a nd in late r work. 
Probably it mean s t hat fecundity in the fie ld 
(which ca nnot be measured directly ) is only 
30% of tha t in ideal labora tory conditions . T he 
d iscrepancy might alternatively be d ue to 
predat ion, at a constant rate of 70% throughout 
t he season, acting on newly-born aphids only 
(to g ive t he right age-dis tribu tions). I n t he con-
t rol cages , we had to impose extra morta li ty of 
1.3%/q on aphids of all ages. T his ' background ' 
mor tality is ascribed to the numerou s hunting 
spider s En'gone m eti<J katia Crosby & B ishop, 
observed in the cages . There was also a cer ta in 
amoun t of pa ras itiza t ion, which we es timated 
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from counts of mummies (§ 4), and which in-
creased from 0.3%/ q in the first experiment to 
1.0% in the third. 
The 'disturbed' curve in Fig. II refers to a 
cage which contained no coccinellids, but in 
which the alfalfa was disturbed by hand four 
times/ q , causing some aphids to fall off the 
plants. a s they do when approached by a 
ladybird. If such aphids do not climb back onto 
a new plant, the rate of population increase will 
be reduced. There evidently is some reduction , 
but not much. The di s tu~bance ca used by a 
beetle is much less than that which we made by 
hand. 
Th e unbroken curves in Figs . 11-1 3 were 
generated by imposing the addi t ional mortality 
attributed to beetle attack. They assume that 
the predation occurs independently of the 
background mortality, i.e. that the overall sur-
vival rate is the product of the t wo separate 
survival ra tes . This is a very reasonable assum-
ption . beca use each coccinellid searches in-
dependently of other predators and parasites . 
The ladybirds also s uffered morta lity. 
mostly from predation by a web-s pinning 
spider. Enoplognatha ovata (Clerck) . We could 
not spray to control the spiders . for fea r of 
provoking an outbreak of mi tes. Therefore. 
alth oug h we introduced known numbers of ma le 
a nd fema le beetles during each experimen t. we 
do not know the exact numbers a live a t an y 
given time. After the end of each experiment. 
we collec ted ladybirds from the cages until few, 
if a ny. remained. We then computed the s ur-
v iv a l rate needed to reduce the initia l numbers 
of beetles in t roduced to the fin al numbers 
recovered . The mortality proved to be rather 
more t ha n 2%/ q in all t hree experiments. The 
numbers of beetles s hown in Figs. 11 -13. 
alt hough accurate at star t a nd fini sh. t hus 
depend on t he assumption of constant surviva l 
rates . Our s ubsequen t conclu s ions a re not 
seri ous ly a ffected by reasonable deviations 
from t ha t assumption . At the end of each ex-
perimen t we took bag samples I § 4 ) to co nvert 
the numbers of beetles a nd mummies to a per-
termin al bas is. 
Figs . 11 -13 cover a range of field 
tempera tures and aphid densit ies . We used 
more t ha n t wice as many beetles per cage in 
cool I Fig . 11), a s in warm conditions I Fig. 13). 
If our understanding of coccinellid preda tion is 
reasonably complete. we should be a ble to ap-
ply a sing le formula (with appropriate tem-
peratures. beetle numbers and initia l aphid den-
sit ies) to a ll three experiments . [ t is possible to 
do so. E very curve in Figs. 11-1 3 is computed 
by t he sa me program; and all the pa ra meters in 
t ha t progr a m , exce pt t hr ee , ha ve bee n 
est imated from other sources . Two pa ra meters , 
v iz. a phid fecundity and backg round morta lity, 
were dicta ted by t he aphid numbers observed 
in the control cages . The third parameter is the 
coefficient which s pecifies how beetle activity 
increases wi t h temperature (§ 3). The curves 
require that bee tle activity be, on average. 
0.018 times the temperature above 4°C. This is 
merely an overall parameter chosen to reconcile 
the unbroken curves with the observations. The 
computer progra m. not listed here, is very 
similar to Appendix 6. We think that the 
agreement is good , bearing in mind the dif-
ferences between replicates in Fig. 12. It could 
easily be improved by minor adjustments . The 
only serious discrepancy is in Fig. 11 , where the 
computer predicts that increased temperatures, 
towards the end of the experiment, should have 
prevented the final increase in aphid density . [n 
fact the weather remained continuously cloudy, 
which may have depressed beetle activity; we 
certainly need furth er information about the ef-
fect of wea t her on beetle activity. Otherwise. 
the agreement between observation and predic-
tion is acceptable. a nd so we have a sing le for-
mula, given in S 3 a nd used in Appendix 6, 
which satisfactorily predicts the preda tion ra te 
over a wide range of tempera t ures and prey 
densities . 
[)fSCLSSIO'i 
I t does not foll ow t ha t the components of 
the formula necessa rily reproduce the biological 
detail s correc tly. For exa mple. we have ignored 
the fact th a t the hunger curve. used in t he fi eld 
pred a tion model of § 3. refers to C. U TI-
decimpll Tl c tat a (Fig. 2A). not to C. trifa scia ta. 
The hunger curve for C. 'trifa sciata (Fig. 2B) 
was estimated a t the end of the investigation . 
using beetles taken fr om the field cages. The 
observa t ions in F ig. 28 were taken at 20"C. The 
curves in Fig. 2B predict a maxim al con-
su mption/ q of 5.5 mg/ beetle. as compared with 
l he 5.7 mg for C. II ndecimpuTlc tata. used in § 3. 
Thus the t wo s pecies agree very closely in t his 
respect. and there is no need to change th e for-
mula of ~ 3. But P .M. rves informs us tha t 
female C. trifasciata. kept in the laborat ory a nd 
fed ad libitllm . a te only 4.4 mg per q on 
average. The reason is undoubtedly that given 
in § 3, tha t the ini t ial hunger level of 0.88 , used 
in our ca lculations , is too high for a well-fed 
beetle. There is th erefore some residual ig noran-
ce about the voracity of coccinelIids in the fi eld , 
bu t it is unimportant here : for the computer 
program genera tes the same unbroken curves 
in Figs . 11 -13, whatever t he maximal con-
sumption Iwi t hin reasonable limits) , provided 
t hat the temperature coefficient for beetle ac-
t ivity is altered accordingly . Thus the residual 
errors in beetle ac tivity cancel the remaining 
errors in beetle voracity, to give identical 
predictions of the predation rate. 
Whatever the true average level of coc-
cinellid ac ti vity may be, it is certainly very low. 
Watching th e predat io n proces s in th e 
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FIG URE 11. First cage experimen t. In the lower section t he poin ts represent observed sample 
means but the curves were computed. Each sample in Figs. 11-13 contained about 27 plants. 
except at the s tart a nd end of each ex periment, when each sa mple contained about 36 plan ts. The 
curves are largely independent of the observations - see text. The 'und is turbed' curve shows t he 
exponential increa se in the absence of ladybird predation . The 'disturbed ' curve is compu ted on 
the assumption that mechanical disturbance of the plants , causing some aphid s to fa ll off. ca uses 
no mortality. The solid line curve predicts the effect of predation by the numbers of beetles s hown 
in t he middle section , a t the weighted average temperatures shown in the upper section. Compared 
with Figs. 12 and 13, temperatures were low and the number of beetles needed to show a ny 
obvious effect wa s consequently large. There was a fourth cage containing half the number of 
beetles shown here. which gave resul ts intermedia te between the 'undisturbed ' a nd unbroken 
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FIG URI<: 12. Second cage experimen t . There were two replicate cages co ntaining coccinellids, a nd 
t wo controls. Only one curve ha s been computed for each pair of cages. The differences between 
cages I a nd 2. a nd between 3 and 4. measure t he variat ion ex perienced between replicates. These 
differences mus t be borne in mind during any examination of Figs . 11-13. Beetle numbers were 
the same at the start. but decl ined more in cage 1 than in cage 2, which partly explains the 
difference in aphid numbers . The number of beetles shown in the middle section is the 
average for the two cages. 
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FIG li HE l:t T hird cage exper iment. Differen t cages were deliberat ely s t arted at di fferent a ph id 
densit ies. to examine th e effects of aph id dens ity on predation ra te a nd ra te of a phid increase . 
T he curves predicted for cages 2 anu 3 disagree with t he da ta. but only within the limits of va ria-
t ion revealed in F ig . 12 (see tex t ). T he curve fo r cage 2 remain s level from q 11 to q 25 , bu t t hen 
begins to r ise as tempera tures a nd beetle numbers decline. T his illu strates the p rinciple t ha t no 
equi librium between ap hid a nd coccinellid nu mbers can be permanent. Figs. 11- 13 have different 
scales for aphid density. T he number of beetles shown in t he middle section is t he average fo r t he 
t wo cages : More survived in cage 1 than in cage 2, and t he curves are computed accord ingly . 
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laboratory . we saw a hungry predator 
a nxiously scouring its universe for prey . Wa t -
ching a population of beet les in a field cage in 
conditions almost identica l with those of the 
open field , we saw the ladybirds s pending a 
good t hree-quarters of their time motionless in 
the s tubb le. In the laboratory . there wa s 
nowhere to hide. The contras t between 
laboratory and field could not be greater. 
The cage experiments give some in-
formation about possible interactions between 
predation and parasitization rates. If 
parasitized aphids suffer a higher predation 
rate than unparasitized, there will according ly 
be a relative shortage of parasite mummies in 
the cages containing beetles. No large or con-
s is tent difference wa s seen: such heterogeneity 
a s did occur was res tricted to the fir s t ex-
periment. where the parasitization was begu n 
by emerging overwintered adul t s. 
The new formula for predation ra te s till does 
not resolve the discrepancy between observa-
tion and prediction in Fig. 8. In fact. it makes it 
worse. becau se beetle activity is less than we 
previously supposed (§ 4). We now need four 
times a s ma ny beetles as were actu a lly observ-
ed , to produ ce the decline in aphid numbers 
s hown in Fig. 8. 35-79 q. We can readi ly believe 
t ha t. a s in the fi e ld cages . t here were four times 
a s many beetles present a s appeared in the 
samples. Although we have a good es timate of 
the predation rate. we s ti ll have no sure way of 
sampling beet le numbers in the fi eld . Sta n-
dard method s us ing s weep net s . walking 
counts , or s uction machines. are hopeles sly 
inaccurate. Ou r intensive count.s find onl.Y a 
fraction of th e numbers actua lly present. a nd 
t hat fractio n mu s t va ry with aphid dens ity. 
temperature. a nd probably the time of dav . 
The adul t coccinellid. a t fir s t s ight so cons picu -




Lahoratory Y. field s tudi es 
The coccin ellid-aphid relation ship. observed 
In th e field. differs from that in th e laboratory 
in three maj or respects. The d is tri hu tion of 
pre.v a ffeds the preda tion rate in th e labora-
tory but not in th e fie ld ( ~:3 ). Preda tors observ-
ed in the lahoratorv were more act ive than 
those in t he fi eld ( ~ 5 ). Tempera ture has a n 
overriding effec t in both laboratorv and fie ld -
a fac t which would not be noticed at cons tan t 
te mperature in the la boratory. Moreover , it 
ha s a differentia l effeeL on preda tion rate. and 
on popula tion dy namics of the prey . This 
mea ns that pred a tion a nd population s tudi es 
on in sects nJll s t include tempera ture a s a n 
esse ntia l component. and that s tudies of preda -
tion a lone, unlinked to population dy na mics 
ca n be meretricious. I t a lso mea ns tha t la bora -
tory studies alone are unreliable, because some 
vital a spect of the true, i.e. the field rela tion-
s hip may be completely overlooked in t he 
laboratory. 
Holling (1966) pioneered the detai led behav-
ioural and physiological approach to the study 
of predation and discussed the advantages of 
his approach. over more superficia l methods 
(Holling 1964). Holling's work was so detailed 
that it could be done only in the laboratory: 
but the method can be simplified and applied in 
t he field, to predict predation rates which ca n 
be reconciled with the population dynamics of 
the prey. Thus Holling's approach, offering 
precise predictions over a wide range of contin-
g encies. may be combined with the broader 
reali s m of quantitative field studies, as first 
attempted by Morris (1963). Two major con-
clu sions are therefore that (I) laboratory 
s tudies of ecological re lationships must not 
be trusted until verified in the fie ld . and (2) 
it is in fact poss ible to make detailed predator-
prey stud ies in the fie ld, to expl ain the obser-
ved impact of predation on the prey population . 
Stability 
The coccinellid-pea aphid relationsh ip 
sh a rply contradicts exist ing theories on insect 
preda tors and prey . and of ecological s tabi li ty . 
I t permi ts no steady-state. or equilibrium. be-
tween predators and prey . It is true that. for 
any given aphid density and temperature, there 
is some number of coccin ellid s which cou ld keep 
aphid numbers cons tant. once the a phid age-
di str ibu tion had settled to a s teady-s tate: but 
the lady birds rarely approach the necessary 
predator prey ratio. even at high temperatures . 
Moreover , the relationship wou ld be un stab le. 
Curve C (F ig. 5) s hows a monotonic in crease 
of sur vival ra te with aphid den s ity . so that 
an y chance in crease in aphid numbers will a llow 
the aphids to g a in. and the heet les cou ld not 
therea fter restore the balance. Conversely . 
the s lig htest decrease in aphid numbers would 
allow the beetles to dri ve t he aphid s toward s 
extinction. Moreover. the required number of 
beetles depends critically on temperature. so 
that eve n a s light change in temperature would 
up set the equilibrium. There is nOLhing in the 
coccil1E' lIid-aphid functiona l re lations hip to 
prevent eiLher a continual increase in aphid 
numbers. or a con t inual decli ne toward s extinc-
tion . We have twice observed such a decline in 
the fi eld IFigs . I and R). which was arres ted 
becau se the predator left the field when t he 
prey density became very low. The con-
ventional definition of s t a bili ty I Hassell & Mav 
1973 ). as a tendency to return toward s some 
steady-s tate or equi librium (which need never 
be actua lly reached l. does not apply here . where 
the rela tions hip is completely un s ta ble. but 
extremely resilient I Holling 19 73 ). The 
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functiona l response is unstable. a nd the rela-
tio nship is sta bilized only by the predator's 
numerica l response. 
Some tel'hnical ('o nsi d£'ra tions 
To assess the impact of predators on the ir 
prey populat ions . we must compare the nu m-
bers of prey actually observed. with the num-
bers that [could be observed. in identica l fie ld 
co ndition s . but in the absence of t he predato rs. 
This is -ery difficult to do . especially if t he 
co mpari son is to cover a ll conditions norma lly 
encountered in t he fie ld. T he method used he re. 
of dissecting t he p reda t ion process and tying 
it into t he population dynamics of the prey. 
is perhaps the only fully reli ab le method used 
so fa r . The chief tech nical di ffi cultv in the 
field was not to observe the process 'of preda-
tion but to es timate t he density of p redators . 
for which we st il l have no sa tis factory method. 
Several theories of preda tion em body the 
concept of a p redator·s. or parasite ·s. a rea of 
sea rch. Our predator is limited at low prey 
densities. not by its capacity for p rey. but by 
the time available to sea rch for t hem. T his is 
equivalent to a limited area of sea rch. s ince t he 
predator cannot sea rch the whole area within 
t he time available. We believe it is better to 
t hink in te rms of timing. ra t her than of a rea of 
search. partly because it em phasizes the 
dynamic nature of the p redator-prey relation-
ship . and partly because the aphids play hide-
and-seek with the beetles. Even if a ladybird 
cou ld search the whole a rea. it s till wou ld not 
find a ll t he a phids. 
Th is study offers co ld co mfort for biologica l 
co ntrol workers. Si nce the coccinell id-aphid 
re lationship is unstable a nd inca pable of a 
s teady-s tate . we cannot expect the cocci nellids 
to keep ap hid numbers low fo r a ny length of 
t ime. Usua lly t he beetles mere ly s low t he in-
crease in ap hid num bers. At high temperatures. 
t he beetles can certainly depress a ph id numbers 
iFigs. 1 and 8): but we have ~een t his happen 
only d uring unu sually warm pe riods ea rly in 
t he season: a nd eve n then. t he beetles quickly 
left t he fiel d in sea rch of other prey . The 
coccinell id s ' double te mperature requirement. 
a nd t heir mobi lity . make t hem ineffective 
predators. in t hat they ra rely restrict the 
dens ity of t hei r prey. To use ladybird s as 
effective and permanen t agents for biologica l 
co ntrol. we must direct the ir natural behav iour 
to a qu ite u nn atural end . 
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Appendix 2 
Algorithm to compute ph ys ioltlgieal time in 
the fil'ld 
This method was devised by Morri s & 
Bennett (1967) . bu t t he algorith m has no t been 
publis hed . Success ive daily maximum and mini-
mum fie ld temperatures are s tored in an a rray 
X. The a lgorithm fi ts a sine curve between two 
s uccessive values of X. and inte[,,'Tates it above 
the th reshold temperature thresh. I t t here-
fore calcu lates 111 '0 incrl'ments 1 from min to 
max and from max to min) for each ca lenda r 
day. Each increment. B. is calculated in day-
degree uni ts if t he original temperatures 
are Fahren heit , B will be in a day -"F., and 
s imila rly for Celsius . The a lgorithm is applied 
to successive pairs of va lues X(I). X(I+ I). 
where 1=1,2,3 . . . 
I FIXIl) .LE .XII +li)GO TO 2 
XMAX= XI I ) 
XMI N= XI I+ I ) 
GOT04 
2 XMAX=XII +I ) 
XM IN=XI I ) 
4 Y= XMAX+ XM I N-2.*THRESH 
I FIXMIN.LT.THRESH)GO TO 6 
B= .25*Y 
GO TO 10 
6 IFI XMAX.G T.THRESH )GO TO 8 
B=O. 
GO TO 10 
8 T=ARCS INI Y I (X M I N-XMAX)) 
B=. 125 *Y*( 1.- .63661977*'1' )+ 
.079577472/ 1 XMAX-XM IN )*COS(T) 
10 CONTINUE 
Deri vat ion nf thl' ex pressio n for 
surviva l rate 
The problem is to fit a curve to t he data 
points in Fig. 5. At hig h aphid densities, when 
t he beetles have no trouble in findin g aphids, 
the survi val rate,'; must approach the 'random 
sea rch' survival rate exp I-kb / a). for the 
appropriate value of Ii. which is deduced as 
fo llows: I n the model. each beetle starts with 
hunger 11 = 0.88. curresponding to a starvat ion 
time of 15 hours. If such a beetle were suddenly 
presented with all t he aphids it needed . it would 
eat a n average of 5.7 mg. of a phids in the first 
q. This quantity is deduced fr om t he hunger 
curve when an average beetle eats its fi ll , and 
thereafter eats a whole a phid wh enever it be-
comes hungry enough to do so. Therefore. 
t he beetle will eat 5.71 A WT aphids. each of 
weigh t AWT ITa ble 1). so that t he a ppropria te 
value of Ii is 5.71 A WT. Curve A (Fig. 5) is the 
ra nd om search survival s = exp( -5. 7b/ (A \\'1'-
xa)). or for ma t hematical convenience 
-log 5 = 5.7 bl (AWT x a) 
This defines the required curve at t he top end 
of the sca le in Fig. 5. We s ha ll now derive a 
t heoretical value for -log s at the other en d of 
t he scale, when aphid density is ve ry low. In the 
model, a beetle takes 5 1.3 second s to visit one 
plant. provided that no aphid is found and 
eaten . At 18.5°C, 1 q lasts 40,000 seconds. in 
which time each beetle can visit 780 pla nts. 
Since t here a re b beetles per plant. each p lan t 
wiLl receive an average of m =780 b visits / q . 
Any given pla nt will actually be visited r t imes. 
where r follows the Poisson distribution with 
mean , i.e. t he probabili ty of exactly r visit s 
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is ,,-m 'n rl r.'. We shall suppose that the aphid 
density is a lmost zero. so t hat most plan ts 
carry no ap hids. but a few pla nts have a si ng le 
aphid . I n such ci rcumstances. t he beetles will 
be completely hung ry 1 H= I). The probability 
of an aph id being ea ten. when a beetle visits 
its plan t. is PE. est imated from field observa-
tion to be 0.0205, which is t he value of PE 
used in t he fi eld predation model of Appendix 
3 to compute the data points of Fig. 5. The 
probability t hat one aphid survives one visit 
by the beetle is therefore 11-0.0205), and so 
the probability that it survives r successive 
visits is 11-0.0205) ' . The average surviva l rate 
s will t here fore be the average value of this 
expression for a ll va lues of r. i.e. 
~11-0.0205)r(' - mmrl r'. which reduces to 
.J = exp (-0.0205 m). Sin ce m = 780 b. it follows 
t hat, at near-zero aphid density. 
-log s = 0.0205 x 780 b. (2) 
Th e required surviva l curve must t herefore 
agree wit h ex pression 11) at high aphid densi-
ties. and with (2) when the aphid density a 
approaches zero. There are many such curves, 
but an obvious one I mathematically speaking) 
to try is: 
-logs=5.7b ll -ex p l-ka )l / IA WT xa) (3). 
Thi s expression approaches 11 ) for la rge va lu es 
of a. and it also satisfies the requirement s t ated 
in ~3. that if the beetle density b is doubled. 
the s urviva l rate s is squa red . Expression (3) 
agrees with (2) as a tend s to zero if t he appro-
priate value. namely 
0.0205 x 780 x AWT / 5.7 (4). 
is chosen for t he pa rameter II. When the value 
1.0 
0 .9 
of A WT for second-insta r aphids is substituted 
in (3). we get curve B of Fig . 5. 
I t is obv ious from Fig. 5 that curve B sti ll 
does not fit the da ta poin ts very well. Although 
t here a re many other curves which satisfy 
the requirements of (I ) a nd (2). it is un likely 
t hat any equally simple formula will g ive a 
better fit t han curve B. Rather t ha n t ry one 
formula after another. it is better to tailor (3) 
to fi t the data points. I n expression (3). the 
term 1-5.7b I AWT x a) represents t he random 
search of expression 11) , while the term 
11 -exp( -II a ) I re flects t he fact that. at low ap hid 
densities. t he beetle has insuffic ient time to 
catch a ll the a phids it wants. Indeed. when ex-
pression (4) is substituted for II. the va lue of 
lIa turns out to be t he nu mber of aphids wh ich a 
beet le can expect to catch in a given t ime. divi-
ded by the nu mber of aphid s required to 
keep the beetle sa tiated during tha t t ime. 
Mathematica lly spea kin g. we cou ld a lter the 
terms for either random sea rch or insufficient 
time: but sin ce curve B gives a poor fit 
on ly at s mall aphid densities. it makes better 
bio logical sense to modify 11 - expl lla )l . The 
value of II is evidently not constant, but must 
vary with the aphid dens ity a. Its va lue 110. 
when a =0. must still be g iven by 14) . From 
eac h surviva l rate computed by t he preda tion 
model (Fig. 5), we deduce the appropriate value 
of II in (3). Fig. 14 s hows t he values of 11 1 110 
for varying aphid densities . When (l 'greater 
than' 4, t he value of 11 1110 is of no concern be-
ca use t he insufficient t ime fac to r (1 -expl-ka )) 
then ha s li tt le effec t on the survival rate. 
o 
~08 
K/K. = 0 .654 + 0 .026/( a + 0 .075) 
"" 
0 .7 .. . . 
0 .6-'-- - --,-----,.------,----, 
2 3 4 
APHID DENSITY 
FIG URE 14. Va lues of k l ko deduced from Fig. 5 and t he curvilinear regression. weighted according 
to t he accuracy of each point. 
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I n Fig. 14, a recta ngular hyperbola has been 
fitted to the values of k l llO by non -lineal' re-
g ression , weigh ted accordi ng to the accuracy 
of each poin t. giving the formula 11 11.0 =0.654 
+0.026/ (0 +0.7 51 . Thi s formula contain s t wo in-
dependen t empirical pa ra meters . because 
hl l.o must equ a l unity when 0 = 0. We call 
k l ko the 'hunger correction '. for t he following 
reason: t he curve for k l k o rema ins un changed 
when we al ter PF:. PL. TS. or the in s tal' o f t he 
a phids concer ned . Such cha nges (with the ex -
ception of 1'1.1 will. of co urse. al Le r the s ur-
vival rate s directly from the formu la for 110. 
However . a n accelera t ion of t he heetle' s 
diges t ion (i. e. of the ra te at which its hunger 
H increa ses with time I does increase the valu e 
of k l ko somewhat , whenever the aphid density . 
o. exceeds one per pla nt . but has little effect 
a t lower dens ities. when th e beetle is con-
tinuou sly very hung ry. For exa mple. accord -
ing to the preda tion mod el. the beetle 's avera ge 
relative hunger II is 0.64 at aphid density 
0=1. bu t 0.91 at 0=0 .1. It a ppears. th en, th at 
the shape of the II l ko curve in Fig . 14 is largely 
du e to the fact that , the fewer aphid s t here are. 
the hungrier the beetle remain s , a nd the more 
anxiou sl.v it searches . it mu s t be remembered 
t hat cha nges in hunger level affect not only 
k ko , bu t the random search term as well. 
We thu s end up with expression (31 . bu t 
wi th 
h=0. 0205 x 780x A WT10.654 +0.026/ (0 +0.07511 
1.5 .7 ( 5). 
We t hen get curve C in Fig. 5 , which fit s the 
computed data points well. Finally we mu st 
reconsider th e value of PE. since it va ries 
acco rdin g to t he aphid in s t al'. r n face. PE 
equal s some constant times FACTE 
(T a hle 2) . We recorded the ins tal' of every a phid 
which we saw captured in the fie ld, a nd the 
averag e valu e of FACTE for those aphids 
is 1.07. To reproduce th e estimated 
overa ll value of PE (0.0205). we write 
PE=O.O 19 x FACTE. s ince 0.019 x 1.07= 0.0205. 
The fi g ure 0.0205 in (5) mu s t therefore be re-
placed by 0.019 x FACTE. and we th en ha ve t he 
formula for surv ival rate used in Appendix 5. 
Thi s mean s , incidenta lly. tha t t he es timated 
overall va lue 0.0205 should not be used in 
Appendix 3. s ince FACTE=1.28 for second-
ins tal' aphid s (Table 2 ), gi ving a corresponding 
PE=O.O 19 x 1.28=0.024. This error does not 
a ffect t he analys is in this Appendi x. s ince t he 
k l l.o curve is unaffected by changes in PE. 
